
PRODUCT OVERVIEW
All Features of the COMPACTO® Driver Seats with 
Pneumatic  Suspension

l Standard          Optional                    Subject to technical changes.

 
Suspension Comfort

Ease of Use and Sitting Comfort

Pneumatic Suspension 
It’s only necessary to press a button to automatically set the seat to the correct height 
and operator weight. It couldn’t get more comfortable than that!

Mechanical Lumbar Support 
The lumbar support is easy to adjust by turning a knob. It provides ideal support for 
the back.

Mechanical Weight Adjustment 
The seat is manually adjusted to the driver’s weight using a lever. The correct weight 
setting ensures relaxed and healthy sitting while working, because the suspension is 
able to deliver its full comfort.

Fore/aft Isolator 
The fore/aft isolator minimizes vibrations when driving fast, while using rear attach-
ments, when pulling a trailer, or while traveling on difficult terrain.

COMPACTO®

Comfort
W

COMPACTO®

Comfort
M

COMPACTO®

Comfort
S

Article no. with fabric 1288538 1289045 1289043

Article no. for imitation leather 1047335 1081366 1081368

Suspension
  Pneumatic suspension with 12 V compressor l l l

Suspension stroke
  80 mm l l l

Weight adjustment
  Manual, 50–130 kg l l l
Height adjustment
  60 mm, infinite (air-assisted) l l l
Fore/aft adjustment, 120 mm l l l
Fore/aft isolator l
Lumbar support
  Mechanical l l l
Adjustable backrest angle l l l
Seat cushion width 480 mm 450 mm 400 mm
OPTIONAL FEATURES
Armrests
  65 x 270 mm
Restraint system
Backrest extension
  Integrated
Seat heating
Operator presence switch (OPS)
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COMFORTABLE SITTING 
WHEN SPACE 

IS LIMITED.
The COMPACTO® Driver Seats 

for Small and Compact Tractors.
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Global competition, pressure on profits … to meet 
these challenges, farmers have to put in long hours 
behind the wheel. So that they can keep on per-
forming well, GRAMMER driver seats strengthen 
their backs worldwide. With extensive R&D and a 
steady stream of new innovations, we make sure 
our customers receive sitting comfort they can feel – 
no matter how long or how hard they have to work.
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No seat combines outstanding comfort with small dimen-

sions better than Compacto.

The standard seats supplied with many small specialty trac-

tors such as vineyard and utility models leave much to be 

desired. Fortunately, our Compacto range—featuring diffe-

rent cushion widths and exemplary suspension comfort— 

is available to solve the problem. These seats are available 

with your choice of pneumatic or mechanical suspension 

with a stroke of 80 mm and easy setting to the user’s weight. 

The Compacto Comfort models are also equipped with a fore/

aft isolator to reduce vibrations in the direction 

of travel. 

Healthy, fatigue-free sitting is also supported by height-

adjustable backrest extensions, adjustable lumbar supports, 

and an ergonomic seat shape. 

THE COMPACTO® MODELS.
SMALL IN SIZE BUT BIG ON 
PERFORMANCE.
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The seats with pneumatic suspension 
feature extremely easy height and weight 
adjustment—outstanding comfort simply 
by pressing a button. 

COMPACTO®  
COMFORT
Compact Seats with Air Suspension

The Compacto Comfort models deliver the suspen-

sion supported comfortable sitting and ease of use 

GRAMMER is famous for—in a minimum of space. 

The seat itself features easy servo-assisted infinite 

adjustment, and the pneumatic suspension has a 

combined weight and height setting mechanism. 

An easy-to-read display makes sure that enough 

suspension stroke is available, regardless of the 

driver’s weight. All Compacto seats are available 

with different upper seat sections and cushion 

widths, making them ideal for small tractors.

Pneumatic
Suspension

COMPRESSOR

WEIGHT AND
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

POWER INPUT

AIR SPRING
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COMPACTO® 

COMFORT W
Cushion width of 480 mm

Pneumatic
Suspension

Mechanical
Lumbar
Support

Manual
Weight

Adjustment

Fore/Aft
Isolator

COMPACTO®  
COMFORT M
Cushion width of 450 mm

Pneumatic
Suspension

Mechanical
Lumbar
Support

Manual
Weight

Adjustment

Pneumatic
Suspension

Mechanical
Lumbar
Support

Manual
Weight

Adjustment

COMPACTO®  
COMFORT S
Cushion width of 400 mm

Pictures may deviate from standard equipment.
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Cushion width of 480 mm

Mechanical
Lumbar
Support

Manual
Weight

Adjustment

Mechanical
Suspension

Mechanical
Lumbar
Support

Manual
Weight

Adjustment

Mechanical
Suspension

COMPACTO® 

BASIC W
Cushion width of 450 mm

COMPACTO® 

BASIC M

Compact Seats with 
Mechanical Suspension

The Compacto Basic models are equipped with a mecha-

nical suspension, but they also deliver individually adjusta-

ble comfort: the seat can be set to three different heights 

using an easy-to-turn knob. While sitting, the user then 

uses a lever in front to align the seat’s weight with the 

selected height in an easy-to-read display. 

Mechanical
Suspension

Pictures may deviate from standard equipment.
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Cushion width of 420 mm

Manual
Weight

Adjustment

Mechanical
Suspension

Cushion width of 450 mm

Manual
Weight

Adjustment

Mechanical
Suspension

Mechanical
Lumbar
Support

Manual
Weight

Adjustment

Mechanical
Suspension

Cushion width of 400 mm

COMPACTO® 

BASIC S

COMPACTO® 

BASIC XM
COMPACTO® 

BASIC XS

New in Our Range: These two driver seats with mechanical suspension have a reduced suspension stroke 

of 60 mm. An additional height limiter permits their use in machines that, until now, lacked enough room for a 

suspension seat. Thanks to the Compact Basic XS and XM, suspension comfort is now also available for even 

the smallest cabs.

Pictures may deviate from standard equipment.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
All Features of the COMPACTO® Driver Seats with Mechanical Suspension

l Standard           Optional         Subject to technical changes

 
Suspension Comfort

Ease of Use and Sitting Comfort

Mechanical Suspension 
Positive stops let the seat be securely set to any of three different heights. It is precisely 
adjusted to the driver’s weight using a lever.

Mechanical Lumbar Support 
The lumbar support is easy to adjust by turning a knob. It provides ideal support for the back.

Mechanical Weight Adjustment 
The seat is manually adjusted to the driver’s weight using a lever. The correct weight setting 
ensures relaxed and healthy sitting while working, because the suspension is then able to 
deliver its full comfort.

Fore/aft Isolator 
The fore/aft isolator minimizes vibrations when driving fast, while using rear attachments, 
when pulling a trailer, or while traveling on difficult terrain.

COMPACTO®

Basic
W

COMPACTO®

Basic
M

COMPACTO®

Basic
S

COMPACTO®

Basic
XM

COMPACTO®

Basic
XS

Article no. with fabric 1288537 1289044 1289042

Article no. for imitation leather 1047331 1081362 1081364 1341911 1333859

Suspension
  Mechanical suspension l l l l l

Suspension stroke
  60 mm l l
  80 mm l l l

Weight adjustment
  Manual, 50–130 kg l l l l l
Height adjustment
  60 mm, 3-step (mechanical) l l l
Height limiter l l
Fore/aft adjustment 210 mm l l l l l
Fore/aft isolator
Lumbar support
  Mechanical l l l
Adjustable backrest angle l l l
Seat cushion width 480 mm 450 mm 400 mm 450 mm 420 mm
OPTIONAL FEATURES
Armrests
  65 x 270 mm
Restraint system
Backrest extension
  Static
  Integrated
Seat heating
Operator presence switch (OPS)
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